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Career Objective:

To obtain a challenging position in an organization, where my knowledge and skills are
utilized and meet the needs of the current environment. To learn and contribute in a team
environment and give a creative touch in providing innovative solution with lot of exposure
and proficiency.
Educational Summary:


PhD pursuing in Maharaja Research Foundation, University of Mysore, Mysore



M.Sc, (Master of Science in Computer Science) Passed with First Class (aggregate
of 7.423 for 10 grades i.e. 74.23%) in 2014 from Mysore University (Manasa
Gangotri), Mysore.



B.Sc., in PMCs (Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science), from University of
Mysore. Passed in 2012 at Yuvaraj’s College, Mysore with aggregate percentage of
marks 59.73%



PUC Passed in 2004 at Government Junior college for Boys, Nanjangud with
aggregate percentage of 52.33%



SSLC passed in 2002 at Government Junior college for Boys, Nanjangud with
aggregate percentage 59.84%

Work Experience:



1 year 6 months of experience as a Lab Instructor for degree class at Mahajana’s
College, Mysuru.
(2019 – onwards) working as Guest faculty in DOS in CS, University of Mysore,
Mysore

Professional Skills:


Operating systems



Programming Languages : C, C++



Scripting languages



Databases

: Windows XP, Windows 7

: HTML, JavaScript.
: SQL Server2005

Strengths:


Self Motivated



Honest



Hardworking

Academic Interest:


Image Processing, Pattern Recognition, Machine learning, Artificial Intelligence.

Project work:

Title: Automatically sequencing answers scribed in answer books towards online evaluation
and concurrent tabulation of marks
With the instigation of online evaluation of answer scripts in many universities, developing
tools to facilitate online evaluation over handwritten answer scripts is a major challenge to
the force of document analysis community. Moreover the answer scribed by a student in the
answer script are unorganized, and without following the sequence prescribed in the question
paper; this makes the process of manual evaluation of answer script an annoying and time
consuming task. Therefore, in this back drop we propose to develop an online tool to
automatically segment and sequence the scribed answers in the answer scripts with the
existing image processing and OCR techniques, and subsequently re-stich the answer book in
an ordered sequence of question numbers in a single PDF file.
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